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Watch I Love Too Long Single Full Movie in Hindi Dubbed: Watch
Baai Baai Vaddhu Full Movie in Hindi Dubbed Full Movie Hindi
Dubbed Movie. Premium Online Movies Downloads. "Dear Vs
Bear" is an upcoming 2014 Indian Hindi-language Bollywood
comedy film directed and written by Santanu Bhowmick and
starring Akshay Kumar, Kareena Kapoor and Disha Patani in lead
roles. It is produced by Grishma Films and Bhushan Kumar. The
film is a remake of Bengali film Chokher Bali (2012) made by
Mithun Chakraborty. All the characters are borrowed from the
Bengali film, which is being directed by Nandini Roy. Prateek
Saxena is playing the lead role in the Bengali film, which is a
sequel to the 2011 film Mrittika. The film is scheduled to be
released on January 31, 2014 under the banner of Grishma Films.
"Dear Vs Bear" released on 26 December 2013. Plot Karan Oberoi
(Akshay Kumar), a simpleton and an employee of a leading
company called Oberoi, lives a highly humbled life. His life is about
to change when he comes to know that his boss has embezzled the
company's funds to settle his elder brother (Vijay Raaz) and his
sister-in-law's (Disha Patani). Due to his family's reputation the
company has to shut down and Karan goes back to his village.
Soon, Karan's entire life changes when his boss, Mr. Oberoi
(Kareena Kapoor), sends him to meet the niece of her brother's
family to sell their food store to which he is appointed and later he
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becomes their partner in business and the company's cashier. Soon
Karan changes his life and becomes rich. All this changes Karan's
life and he becomes an adult. Cast Akshay Kumar as Karan Oberoi
Kareena Kapoor as Mr. Oberoi Disha Patani as Dhanno Shashank
Arora as Vijay Oberoi Jimmy Sheirgill as Munni Rahul Koul as Mr.
Ghosh Sayaji Shinde as Raja Goswami Adi Irani as Karan's Father
Apoorva Agnihotri as Komal Geetanjali Tikekar as Komal's Mom
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